WHAT PEOPLE SAID ABOUT US IN 2020

“Well Aware consists of an amazing, hard-working group of women who work across the world to bring clean water systems to Africa. The organization boasts a 100% success rate for their water systems due to working closely with community members and maintaining projects over the long-term, which is extremely rare in the water sector.”

- Sara, Volunteer, July 2020

“I have been in several of the communities that Well Aware has empowered through clean water. The long term impact of clean water in these communities is amazing and the Well Aware team in Kenya and the US ensure that these communities are given the tools that they need to use that water to change lives. When Covid-19 hit and they could no longer work in these communities on the ground, they mobilized an app to educate the communities on the virus and what they can do to stay safe during this incredibly challenging time. They are a dedicated team of people making a huge difference in some wonderful communities that just need access to clean water. A right that every single person should have.”

- John, Donor, June 2020

“I can’t say enough positive things about Well Aware. Not only is the work inspiring, it’s very well-researched. They don’t provide temporary or inconsistent solutions like hand pumps for communities, but permanent water wells that affect people for their entire lives. The team is passionate about the work and truly care for those they are partnering with. If this work wasn’t enough, they worked quickly on a response to COVID through their [offline] available app with an update that provides information to communities they serve about WASH content. They’ve made me a lifelong monthly donor and couldn’t be more excited to see what they do in the future.”

- Tim, Donor, August 2020

“Well Aware sank a borehole in my community in Kenya and since then we as a community have experienced significant change, such as having food security due to the availability of water to irrigate our crops.”

- Matua, partner community member, June 2020

“I have been a volunteer for over 4 years. I went to Africa with Well Aware and saw first hand the incredible impact they have on bringing clean water access to people that don’t have access today! They are a lean and hard working organization that are passionate and detailed about what they do and the big reason why their model and success rate is at 100%. I’m honored to be associated with WellAware”

- Geoffrey, Board Member, June 2020
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Thank you for the integral role you play in clean water for life. Here’s to more impact in 2021 and beyond!